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WeAreNotSisi. Fresh and clean Art from Austria in the Netherlands. And back.
September 17 –  October 4, 2014 in the Vondelbunker in Amsterdam

The Vondelbunker, one of the last remaining Underground venues in Amsterdam, will become 
the location for contemporary Austrian art this autumn: in cooperation with the Dutch art coll-
ective Schijnheilig, the Austrian non-profit association hausbank will showcase the works of 25 
artists from Austria for the duration of three weeks.

Based on the question who we – the Austrian people – are, the project combines positions 
ranging from architecture to fine arts, performance and film. The exhibits will not be presented 
in a static display, but rather be shown in a dynamic way: Schijnheilig and hausbank will create a 
setting that intends to break the boundaries between single scenes and their protagonists. The 
items on display range from a bicycle-powered popcorn machine to avant-garde film, abstract 
paintings and a cast chicken floor. The works will be in constant movement – leaving their initial 
space, disappearing completely from time to time or only being visible for a moment, thus crea-
ting a constant flow of new combinations and friction. The whole process will be documented 
and published daily on the website.

The results of this collaboration between Austrian artists in the Netherlands will be shown in 
Vienna in the fall of 2015.

Featured artists:
Breaded Escalope
Catharina Bond
Christoph Parzer
Doris Prlić
Evalie Wagner
fri.bar + Bernhard Loibner
Gottfried Haider
Gernot Höll
Götz Bury
Hari Schütz
spacem
Sebastian Koch

Viktor Sailer
Werner Baldauf
Julia Seyr
Kristin Tabea Kelich
Mara Mattuschka
Maria Walcher
Melanie Zipf + Louis Woratschek
Micha Wille
Michael Bürgermeister
Ödögidöggö
Sappy Rauth
Helena Sanders

For full details visit: www.wearenotsisi.com
Facebook: WeAre NotSisi | Blog: aufderhausbank.at

Contact: 
Netherlands: Manuel Schmaranzer
office@wearenotsisi.com
+31 612 82 41 05

Austria: Bettina Lukitsch
bettina.lukitsch@gmx.at
+43 699 11 82 33 89

http://www.wearenotsisi.com
http://aufderhausbank.at

